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Abstract: Chirality reveals symmetry breaking of the fundamental interaction of elementary 
particles. In condensed matter, for example, the chirality of electrons governs many 
unconventional transport phenomena such as the quantum Hall effect. Here, we show that 
phonons can exhibit intrinsic chirality in monolayer tungsten diselenide (WSe2). The broken 
inversion symmetry of the lattice lifts the degeneracy of clockwise and counter-clockwise 
phonon modes at the corners of the Brillouin zone. We identified the phonons by the intervalley 
transfer of holes through hole-phonon interactions during the indirect infrared absorption, and 
confirmed their chirality by the infrared circular dichroism arising from pseudo-angular 
momentum conservation. The chiral phonons are important for electron-phonon coupling in 
solids, phonon-driven topological states and energy-efficient information processing. 

 
One Sentence Summary: Circularly rotating chiral phonons are observed in monolayer WSe2. 

 
Main Text:  
Chirality is a fundamental property of an object not identical to its mirror image. For elementary 
and quasi-particles, it is an important quantum concept at the heart of modern physics. For 
example, the discovered handedness of neutrinos in electroweak interaction revolutionized our 
understanding of the universal parity conservation law. Chiral Fermions with spin-momentum 
locking can emerge in solid state systems, such as the recently observed Weyl semimetals with 
inversion-symmetry-breaking lattices (1). Electron chirality in graphene defined through 
pseudospin was found to cause unique transport properties like unconventional Landau 
quantization and Klein tunneling (2, 3). Meanwhile, electrons in monolayer transition metal 
dichalcogenides with broken inversion symmetry display optical helicity which opens the new 
field of valleytronics (4). The outstanding question is whether bosonic collective excitations such 
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as phonons can attain chirality. Recently, the intrinsic chirality of phonons without applied 
external magnetic fields in an atomic lattice was predicted theoretically at the corners of the 
Brillouin zone of an asymmetric two-dimensional hexagonal lattice (5). Because of the three-fold 
rotational symmetry of the crystal and the momentum vectors, the vibrational plane wave is 
comprised of unidirectional atomic circular rotation. Since the phonons in the same valley have 
distinct energy levels, the rotation is not the superposition of linear modes, in contrast to the 
circular polarization in non-chiral media (6). The hypothetical chiral phonons are potentially 
important for the control of intervalley scattering (7, 8), lattice-modulation-driven electronic 
phase transitions (9, 10) and topological states (11), as well as information carriers that can be 
robust against decoherence for solid state quantum information applications (12). 

Here, we report the observation of intrinsic chiral phonons using transient infrared spectroscopy 
in the atomic lattice of monolayer WSe2. A particle’s angular momentum is calculated by the 
phase change under a rotational transformation. This definition can be extended for quasi-
particles in solid lattices with discrete spatial symmetry, as long as the rotation is in the 
crystalline symmetry group (13). For inversion-symmetry-breaking 2D hexagonal lattice like 
monolayer WSe2 (Fig. 1A), phonons with well-defined pseudo-angular momentum (PAM) are 
located at Γ, K and K’ points in the reciprocal space (5). Because they inherit the three-fold 
rotational (C3) symmetry of the lattice, their function of motion must be C3 invariant except for a 
phase difference, i.e. circular (14). The K and K’ phonons are particularly interesting because 
there is no reflection line that preserves both the lattice and their momentum (Fig. S5). 
Therefore, the atomic rotation cannot be reversed without changing its momentum or energy. For 
example, if we attempt to reverse the rotational direction of the Se atoms in longitudinal optical 
phonon LO(K) while keeping the relative phase determined by the q = K momentum, the mode 
changes to a longitudinal acoustic phonon LA(K) that oscillates at a different frequency. It 
means that unlike the Γ phonon, such a rotation cannot be decomposed into orthogonal linear 
vibrations with ±π/2 phase shift. On the other hand, in order to maintain the same mode, the 
relative phase must be reversed, resulting in a phonon at the K’ point. 

We deduce the phonon PAM l for each mode from the phase change after counter-clockwise 
120° rotation: Ĉ3(uk) = e−i(2π/3)luk, where uk is the function of atomic motion (Fig. S6). Since 
LA(K) is always C3 symmetric, it has l = 0, while LO(K) gains negative phase after rotation 
(becomes ahead of time) and thus l = 1. The K phonons with different PAM are completely non-
degenerate due to the mass difference between W and Se. The lifting of degeneracy guarantees 
that each mode has a distinctive selection rule for the electron-phonon and optical scattering 
(Table S1). These features differentiate the intrinsically chiral phonons from any previously 
investigated phonons where circular atomic motion results from superposing linear polarized 
eigenmodes (6, 15, 16). Chirality in the absence of an external magnetic flux is also 
distinguished from the magnetic-field-induced split of degenerate superposition modes (17). 
Finally, both the physical origin and properties of the atomic chiral phonons are fundamentally 
different from previous phononic-crystal-based chirality from geometric engineering or 
topological edge states (18–20). 

The chiral phonon is identified by its scattering with holes using an optical pump-probe 
technique (Fig. 1B and Fig. S2). The linear momentum, PAM and energy of the respective 
phonon modes are determined by characterizing all the other particles involved in the 
intervalence band transition (IVBT) process (14). First, we inject holes at the K valley by a left-
circular-polarized (LCP) optical pump pulse. The K-valley-polarized hole relaxes to the valence 



band edge with initial linear momentum pi = −K. It can transit to the K’ point (pf = K) by 
emitting a K phonon (q = pi – pf = −2K = K), but the intermediate state is virtual because the 
spin-conserving state has much higher energy due to large spin-orbit coupling. Then we send an 
infrared pulse to satisfy the energy conservation and place the hole in the spin-split band at K’. 
Since the hole states have zero PAM, the PAM of the phonon must be equal to the spin angular 
momentum of the absorbed infrared photon. Therefore, the LCP pulse controls the creation of 
only LO(K) phonons. Eventually, we recognize the final spin-split state in the opposite valley by 
the energy and RCP polarization of its radiative decay. The selection rule of phonon creation will 
be identical if the hole first absorbs an IR photon, transits to an intermediate state within the 
valley, and then emits a phonon, as long as the final state is the same. The phonon annihilation is 
negligible because the population is very low as the sample temperature is kept at 82 K, lower 
than the Debye temperature of all phonon modes at the K or K’ points. The selection is also not 
affected by a small momentum distribution of the initial and final holes (14) due to finite thermal 
energy or the strong many-body interaction (21). This is because like the optical valley-
selectivity, the contrast of electron-phonon coupling strength remains large in the vicinity of K 
and K’ even if the PAM is only defined on these points. 

To determine the linear momentum of the involved phonon, we measure the linear momentum of 
the initial and final holes. Under circularly-polarized pump excitation, the majority of holes 
maintain their linear momentum near the original valley as shown by the positive helicity of the 
photoluminescence. The final linear momentum of the spin-split states is read out by the 
polarization of their luminescence at higher energy than the original pump photon (Fig. 2A). We 
measure the difference of luminescence with the same polarization as the pump light (Isame) and 
the opposite polarization (Ioppo) as a function of the probe delay time τ (Fig. 2B). We find the 
polarized luminescence (Isame − Ioppo) is positive for τ < 0.2 ps, indicating that the spin-flipping 
intravalley IVBT has a higher probability when the IR probe arrives immediately after the 
excitation of holes. This is because spin is not strictly conserved for optical transitions away 
from the high symmetry points. However, the process is forbidden at the valley center with 
incident light perpendicular to the lattice plane, so its magnitude decays with a lifetime of 0.2 ps 
as the non-equilibrium carriers thermalize to the band edge (22, 23). After that, the luminescence 
switches polarization as a result of the dominant spin-conserving intervalley IVBT. It shows that 
the majority of final holes have a linear momentum opposite to the initial holes. The momentum 
must have been transferred to phonons instead of defects, as seen from the order-of-magnitude 
weaker defect-assisted one-phonon Raman scattering compared with the two-phonon process 
(Fig. S7). Directional intervalley transfer through electron-electron interactions (24) is excluded 
because the pump is not in resonance with the A-exciton, and the signal is linearly proportional 
to the hole density (Fig. S8). The exchange interaction reduces the polarization of the holes but 
should not create an opposite polarization (25). Finally, the depolarization plus the decay of the 
hole population yields a joint lifetime of about 2 ps for the polarized luminescence, which agrees 
with previous exciton studies (26). To further verify the nature of the final holes, we measure the 
polarized luminescence at different collection energy with τ = 0.8 ps. The emission spectra 
obtained with different IR photon energy are all close to the B-exciton photoluminescence (Fig. 
2C, Fig. S12). It proves that the emission is the radiative decay of a real state near the edge of the 
spin-split band, instead of a virtual state. Therefore, we use the luminescence from 2.05 to 2.19 
eV to quantify the indirect infrared absorption and the phonon creation. 

The PAM of valley phonons is determined by measuring the polarization selection of the 
absorbed IR photon, resulting from the chiral electron-phonon interaction. With LCP excitation, 



the intervalley transition of holes from the K valley can either absorb an LCP IR photon to 
produce LO phonons, or absorb an RCP IR photon to produce TA/A1 phonons (Fig. 3A). We 
observe different IR absorption when the probe has the same polarization as the pump light 
(αsame), and that for the opposite polarization (αoppo). This infrared circular dichroism (CD = αsame 
– αoppo) demonstrates that scattering cross-sections of the two processes are indeed not equal, due 
to the difference of electron-phonon coupling strength. As shown in Fig.3B, the CD at 82 K is 
always positive for valley-polarized holes. Since the holes have zero PAM regardless of valley 
index or spin-split bands, the angular momentum of the IR photon is either transferred to the spin 
or phonon. The initial intravalley IVBT gives positive CD because the electronic spin flips 
from -1/2 in the spin-split band to +1/2 at the valence band edge at the K point. However, this 
contribution decays fast as a function of IR delay in accordance to Fig. 2B. Thus, the intervalley 
phonon-creating transition is the dominant source of positive CD for τ ≥ 0.8 ps. It indicates that 
the LO branch contributes most to the indirect IR absorption. For non-chiral systems, although 
photons with opposite circular polarization may interact with different particles, the probabilities 
are always equal. Therefore, the CD is the signature of intrinsic phonon chirality. 

The energy of this phonon mode is measured according to energy conservation: the energy sum 
of the incoming particles, the infrared photon and the initial holes must be equal to that of the 
outgoing particles, the chiral phonon and the final holes (14). We observe that the CD spectrum 
at τ = 0.8 ps (Fig. 3C) is a step function with a clear threshold near 0.448±0.002 eV, broadened 
by the spectral width of the IR pulse. The shape corresponds to a transition from a hole at the 
valence edge to a band with parabolic dispersion in two dimensions (Fig. S9). This value is 
distinguished from either the intra-excitonic transition (27) or the exciton dissociation energy 
(21). Next,  we find the ground state configuration of the initial holes is the dark A-trion at 
1.671±0.006eV  (Fig. S11) (28) based on the dominant bright A-trion photoluminescence (Fig. 
S1). We verify that the dark trions are near thermal equilibrium, because the IR spectrum is very 
different from non-equilibrium carriers with excessive energy at τ = 0 ps (Fig. S10). The final 
state is the bright B-trion at 2.090±0.005 eV measured through its emission (Fig. S12). 
Summarizing these values, we deduce the phonon energy Ephonon = Ephoton + Ei – Ef = 29±8 meV, 
which agrees with the first-principles calculation and the Raman spectrum for the LO(K) mode 
(Fig. S7 and S9). The uncertainty may be reduced in the future by improving the uniformity of 
the sample and the spectral resolution of the B-exciton emission. Better spectroscopy will also 
potentially reveal details about the chiral phonon-exciton coupling that are not resolvable with 
the current signal-to-noise ratio, such as the contribution from LA phonons and the various 
pathways of the indirect transition. 

Our findings of chiral phonons are fundamentally important for potential experimental tests of 
quantum theories with chiral bosons (29) in the solid state. It also provides a possible route for 
controlling valley and spin through electron-phonon scattering and strong spin-phonon 
interactions (16). Furthermore, the lifting of degeneracy by chirality offers robust PAM 
information against decoherence and long-range perturbation, and offers a new degree of 
freedom to the design and implementation of phononic circuitry (30) at the atomic scale without 
magnetic fields. 
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Fig. 1: Non-degenerate chiral phonons in monolayer WSe2 and the selection rule of hole-
phonon interactions. (A) The atomic motion of W and Se atoms (blue and yellow spheres) in 
the real space is intrinsically circular for the chiral phonons residing at the K point (red dot) in 
the reciprocal lattice (array of black dots), due to the three-fold rotational symmetry. Since the 
momentum vector determines the relative phase of the Se motion, opposite rotations correspond 
to completely different modes. The two modes have distinct PAM with respect to the center of 
the hexagon. (B) In the intervalley optical transition of holes, the PAM of the K-phonon is equal 
to the spin of the infrared photon due to angular momentum conservation. A hole injected by the 
left-circular-polarized optical pump moves from K to K’ valley through virtual scattering with 
LO(K) phonon. Due to the spin and energy mismatch, a real phonon is created only if the hole 
simultaneously absorbs an infrared probe photon and transits to the spin-split state, which is 
signaled by the right-circular-polarized luminescence.  

 
Fig. 2: Chiral phonon creation from the intervalley transition of holes measured by 
polarized luminescence. (A) The spin-allowed intervalley transition of holes from K point 
creates a K phonon, yet the spin-forbidden transition within the same valley does not. The two 
processes are distinguished by the polarized luminescence signal. (B) The observed initial 
positive polarization indicates spin-flipping transition of non-equilibrium holes, with a lifetime 
about 0.2 ps. After that the negative polarization shows prevailing phonon-creating intervalley 
transition of for valley-polarized holes, with a lifetime about 2 ps at 82 K. The pump and probe 
energy are tuned to 1.97 eV and 0.51 eV respectively, while the signal is integrated from 2.05 to 
2.19 eV. (C) The spectrum of the polarized luminescence taken at τ = 0.8 ps agrees with the B-
exciton photoluminescence and confirms its spin-split-hole origin. The error bars are standard 
error calculated from multiple measurements. 



 
Fig. 3: Chirality of phonon measured by transient infrared circular dichroism (CD). (A) 
The phonons participating the indirect optical transition are different for the left- and right-
circular-polarized IR photons because of the conservation of linear and angular momentum. 
Their distinct electron-phonon scattering strength dictates that the two processes have different 
amplitudes, leading to polarized IR absorption. (B) The measured CD at 82 K (black squares and 
red fitting curve) is positive for both the initial intravalley spin-flipping transition and the later 
intervalley phonon-creating transition. It not only proves the chirality of phonons but also means 
the LO phonon process is dominant. (C) The spectrum of the transient CD acquired at τ = 0.8 ps 
shows a photonic energy threshold of 0.448±0.002 eV. Its step-shape is expected from the two-
dimensional excitonic density of states. Subtracting the energy difference between the initial and 
final hole states, a phonon energy of 29±8 meV is deduced, agreeing with that of the LO mode. 
The error bars are standard error calculated from multiple measurements, and the threshold 
uncertainty is the standard error of the fitting parameter. 
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